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This work introduces Policy Reuse for Safe Reinforcement Learning (PR-SRL), an algorithm that combines
Probabilistic Policy Reuse and teacher advice for safe exploration in dangerous and continuous state and
action reinforcement learning problems in which the dynamic behavior is reasonably smooth, and the space
is Euclidean. The algorithm uses a continuously increasing monotonic risk function which allows for the
identification of the probability to end up in failure from a given state. Such a risk function is defined in terms
of how far such a state is from the state space known by the learning agent. Probabilistic Policy Reuse is
used to safely balance the exploitation of actual learned knowledge, the exploration of new actions, and the
request of teacher advice in considered dangerous parts of the state space. Specifically, the π -reuse exploration
strategy is used. Using experiments in the helicopter hover task and a business management problem, we
show that the π -reuse exploration strategy can be used to completely avoid the visit to undesirable situations,
while maintaining the performance (in terms of the classical long-term accumulated reward) of the final policy
achieved.
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1 INTRODUCTION
While most Reinforcement Learning (RL) tasks [28] are focused on maximizing a long-term cumula-
tive reward, RL researchers are also paying increasing attention to the safety of the approaches (e.g.,
avoiding visits to undesirable situations, collisions, crashes, etc.) during the training process [9, 10].
Thus, when using RL techniques in dangerous control tasks, an important question arises; namely,
how can we ensure that the exploration of the state-action space will not cause damage or injury
while, at the same time, learning (near-)optimal policies? The matter, in other words, is one of
ensuring that the agent is able to explore a dangerous environment both safely and efficiently.
This safe exploration of the search space is particularly interesting in tasks such as robot control
or navigation. In these tasks, practical deployment of learning algorithms must contend with the
fact that the training process itself may be unsafe for the robot. For instance, in the self-driving
task [17, 20], in which an agent must learn to autonomously drive a vehicle (e.g., a car or helicopter),
the agent is likely to continuously crash until it learns how to do it. However, it would be highly
desirable to avoid the visit to undesirable situations during the whole training process. One could
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argue that such a training process may be performed first in simulation (where it is not necessary 
to behave safely) and, afterwards, apply the learned safe policy to the real environment. This 
presents two drawbacks. On one hand, such simulators are not always available. On the other hand, 
behaviors learned in simulation are not always transferable to real environments due to a significant 
drop of their performance [22]. Simulation cannot reproduce real conditions accurately accurately 
enough, and, hence, a safe policy trained with simulation could have catastrophic consequences 
tested in the real environment. In this case, the agent should keep learning continuously and 
adaptively in the real environment to overcome the imperfections of the simulation. As well, such 
a training process should be conducted safely. In fact, RL is inherently an online learning setting 
where the agent does not stop learning, so generally there is no testing phase [28].
There are many RL-based approaches to learn robotic tasks, but most of them do not face the 
problem of avoiding undesirable situations during training [4, 13, 17, 29]. Commonly in these 
approaches, the agent receives a large negative reward for each visit to an undesirable or dangerous 
situation, and it must repeatedly experience these (possibly catastrophic) situations to learn how to 
avoid them. Moreover, in these approaches, it is usually used exploration/exploitation strategies 
such as ϵ-greedy that may even result in constant visits to these situations (especially where there is 
a high probability of random action selection). However, the visits to dangerous states are unfeasible 
in most real domains, and, consequently, such visits should be avoided from the earliest steps of 
the training process.
Policy search [5] and evolutionary approaches [16, 20] have also been used to successfully learn 
robot control tasks. In contrast to the previous approaches, the aim of these is to search directly 
across policies rather than approximating a value function. They use a global value (a "fitness") 
which measures the ability of the robot to perform a given behavior. In this context, Levine et 
al. [18] propose a policy search method to learn policies that map raw image observations directly 
to torques at the robot’s motors. In this case, a stochastic gradient descent method is used to train 
a deep neural network representing the policy. Instead, evolutionary approaches [16, 20, 21] are 
usually based on evolving populations of neural networks (each one representing a different policy) 
with the aim of finding a better policy in each generation. However, the random generation of the 
initial population and the random mutation of the neural networks during evolution are made to 
visit undesirable states repeatedly [9]. Therefore, most of these approaches suffer from the same 
problem: the absence of mechanisms for avoiding the visit to undesirable situations during the 
exploration of the state and action spaces.
One way to explore the state and action spaces in a safe manner is by using prior knowledge 
about the task: some kind of prior knowledge is clearly beneficial, e.g., if particular actions lead to 
dangerous situations, we would like to know a priori what these actions are, so that we do not select 
them during training. One way to provide such prior knowledge is by the demonstrations provided 
by a demonstrator or teacher, who is assumed to have a safe behavior. All approaches falling 
under this category are framed according to the field of Learning from Demonstration (LfD) [2]. 
In most of these approaches the primary objective is concerned with matching the performance 
of the teacher [12, 25]. In this case, the safe exploration is achieved by the teacher who says at 
every moment what action should be executed, so that dangerous situations are avoided. In other 
cases, such demonstrations are used to bootstrap the learning algorithm (i.e., as an initialization 
procedure), before using traditional learning techniques, such as exploration-based methods like 
RL [15, 24]. However, such subsequent exploration processes are conducted in an unsafe way. 
Therefore, the main drawbacks of these approaches are: (i) learner performance is heavily limited 
by the quality of the teacher’s demonstrations, and (ii) in all these works no explicit definition of 
risk is ever given. In this paper, although a teacher is also used, the objective is to explore beyond 
what is provided in the teacher demonstrations in an efficient and safe manner. Few research
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studies have been conducted on the safe exploration of the state and action space given an explicit
definition of the risk concept and how we should handle it.
One of these algorithms is the Policy Improvement through Safe Reinforcement Learning (PI-SRL)
algorithm [9]. PI-SRL is an algorithm for safe exploration in dangerous and continuous control
tasks. Such a method requires a predefined (and safe) baseline policy, provided by a teacher, which
is assumed to be suboptimal (otherwise, learning would be pointless). The method has shown the
best performance in all the domains evaluated when compared with previous approaches, like the
evolutionary RL approach selected winner of the helicopter domain in the 2009 RL Competition [20]
and Geibel and Wysotzki’s risk-sensitive RL approach [10]. PI-SRL is based on a risk function,
ϱB (s), that measures the risk of a state in terms of its similarity to previously visited states in a case
base, B. In particular, the risk function divides the state space into known and unknown states.
A state is considered a known state if it is similar (or equal) to a state previously visited, and it
is unknown otherwise. In other words, a state is considered known if the distance to the closest
state in B is lower than the value of a parameter θ , and unknown otherwise. Moreover, we consider
that an unknown state is an unsafe state because the agent does not know what action to perform
on it. Certainly, not knowing what to do in a given situation increases the probability of ending
up in trouble. Thus, the concept of risk is associated to the concept of unknown [9]. In case of an
unknown state, the risk is maximum, and the agent has to ask the teacher for advice. Then, this
unknown state together with the action suggested by the teacher is stored in B, and the unknown
state becomes a known state. In this way, if the agent revisits a state similar (or equal) to the new
known state, it will know what action to perform. Therefore, in this case, the risk function is defined
as a binary step function: the risk is minimal for a known state, and it is the maximum for an
unknown state. However, such binary step risk function may still produce damages in the learning
agent. The reason is that to follow the teacher advice only when the risk is the maximum may be
too late to avoid dangerous situations. Although PI-SRL reduces the number of visits to undesirable
situations compared with other exploration strategies [9], it is not able to completely avoid these
visits in domains in which it is strictly necessary. For example, consider an agent learning to pilot a
real helicopter. We cannot afford the agent to crash the helicopter during learning, because after
the first impact we probably will not have a helicopter for further learning.
In contrast to the binary step risk function used by PI-SRL, one would expect that the risk
function is a continuously increasing monotonic function. In such a way, while the limit of θ is
approaching, the risk should start to grow, and the learning agent could start to use the teacher
advice. For instance, returning to the self-driving helicopter, let’s assume that an unknown state is
reached where the helicopter is about to crash. In this situation, the teacher is asked for advice,
but it is too late to avoid the accident. It only postpones the inevitable. Therefore, in this case, it
would be advisable to increase the probability of asking the teacher for advice as we approach these
unknown and potentially dangerous situations, rather than wait until the last moment, when there
is no possibility of avoiding the catastrophe. For this reason, we propose the use of a continuously
increasing monotonic risk function that determines the probability to follow the teacher advice
instead of a binary step one. To integrate such advice, Probabilistic Policy Reuse is used, specifically,
the π -reuse exploitation strategy. In its initial definition, the π -reuse strategy is an exploration
strategy able to bias a new learning process with a previously acquired policy [6, 7], but recent
works have also suggested its use to incorporate human demonstrations [31], or even teacher
advice [32]. Taylor et al. [31] define different ways to reuse the policy learned from the teacher, one
of which is the π -reuse exploration strategy. The problem is that this reuse strategy does not take
into account the confidence on the part of teacher (or the learner) to decide when to incorporate a
teacher advice. Torrey and Taylor [32] use confidence measures to compute state-specific advice
probabilities. In that work, in states where the teacher has much higher confidence than the learner,
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it gives advice with a higher probability. In contrast to these approaches, we use the reuse strategy 
in a different way. In our case, the confidence of  the learner in  a specific state is given by the 
probability of that state to be considered as a known state. Otherwise, a teacher advice is required. 
Therefore, in our work, we do not consider the confidence of the teacher: we assume the teacher 
provides safe actions, or, at the very least, safer than ones obtained through random exploration. 
We use the reuse strategy to incorporate such advice in a safe exploration process.
Additionally, in this paper, we have improved the learning process of the PI-SRL algorithm [9], 
which was composed of two main steps: Modeling Baseline Behaviors by Case-Based Reasoning 
(CBR) [1], where a case base policy was learned using experiences extracted from teacher’s ex-
ecutions; and Improving the Learned Base Line Behavior, where previously acquired case based 
policy was improved. Instead, the new algorithm proposed, Policy Reuse for Safe Reinforcement 
Learning (PR-SRL) demonstrates that the first step can be skipped by assuming that the initial case 
base policy to improve is empty. It will produce that, at the beginning of the learning, only teacher 
advices will be executed. But progressively, while the case base grows, teacher advice will decrease.
Therefore, this paper proposes three new contributions: (i) the use of a continuously increasing 
monotonic risk function, (ii) the integration of the risk function within the π -reuse strategy for safe 
exploration of the state and action spaces, and (iii) the unification of the two steps of the PI-SRL 
algorithm in only one step. We expect that these contributions allow us to completely avoid the visit 
of undesirable situations in domains in which it is strictly necessary. Particularly, we demonstrate 
empirically the strength of the new contributions in two simulated domains: the helicopter hover 
task from the RL Competition [23], and a business simulator [3]. In these domains, we propose to 
learn a near-optimal policy avoiding the helicopter crashes and company bankrupts during the 
learning phase.
Next, the main concepts of Safe Reinforcement Learning are described. This section reprises the 
descriptions given in [9] (Section 2) for ease of reference. Then, Section 3 describes the proposed 
continuous risk function, and Section 4 describes the π -reuse exploration strategy. Afterwards, 
Section 5 describes the algorithms proposed. Finally, Section 6 reports the evaluation performed, 
and Section 7 summarizes the main conclusions of this manuscript and discusses the limitations 
and domain applicability restrictions of the proposed approach.
2 SAFE REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
To illustrate the concept of safety used in our approach, a navigation problem is presented in 
Figure 1. In the navigation problem presented in Figure 1, a control policy must be learned to 
get from a particular start state to a goal state, given a set of demonstration trajectories. In this 
environment, we assume the task to be difficult due to a stochastic and complex dynamic of the 
environment (e.g., an extremely irregular surface in the case of a robot navigation domain or wind 
effects in the case of the helicopter hover task). This stochasticity makes it impossible to complete 
the task using exactly the same trajectory every time. Additionally, the problem supposes that a set 
of demonstrations from a baseline controller performing the task (the continuous black lines) are 
also given. This set of demonstrations is composed of different trajectories covering a well-defined 
region of the state space (the region within the rectangle), where each of these trajectories is the 
succession of the states visited by performing the policy of the baseline behavior. Note that the 
policy of this baseline behavior is deterministic: given the same situation s , the agent will always 
perform the same action a. However, given the stochasticity of the environment (e.g., irregular 
surface, wind), the performance of the same action a in a particular state s does not always lead 
the agent to the same situation, hence, each execution of this deterministic policy leads the agent 
through a different trajectory. In any case, it is also necessary to add an additive exploration noise
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Fig. 1. Exploration strategy based on adding small amounts of noise to a baseline policy behavior. The baseline
behavior is shown by solid lines and the new explored behaviors are shown by dotted lines.
to the actions provided by the baseline behavior in order to try different actions in the same state.
Thus, we can choose the best of them.
Our approach is based on the addition of small amounts of Gaussian noise or perturbations to
the baseline trajectories (i.e., to the actions provided by the baseline behavior) in order to find new
and better ways of completing the task. This noise will affect the baseline trajectories in different
ways, depending on the amount of noise added, which, in turn, depends on the amount of risk to be
taken. If no risk is desired, the noise added to the baseline trajectories will be 0, and, consequently,
no new or improved behavior will be discovered (nevertheless, the robot will never fall off the
cliff and the helicopter will never crash). If, however, an intermediate level of risk is desired, small
amounts of noise will be added to the baseline trajectories, and new trajectories (the dotted blue
lines) to complete the task are discovered. In some cases, the exploration of new trajectories leads
the robot to unknown regions of the state space (the dashed red lines). The robot is assumed to be
able to detect such situations with a risk function and use the baseline behavior to return to safe,
known states. If, instead, a very high risk is desired, large amounts of noise will be added to the
baseline trajectories, leading to the discovery of new trajectories (but also to a higher probability
that the robot gets damaged). The iteration of this process leads the robot to progressively and
safely explore the state and action spaces in order to find new and improved ways to complete the
task. The degree of safety in the exploration, however, will depend on the risk taken.
2.1 Error and Non-Error States
In this paper, we follow as far we can the notation presented in Geibel et al. [10] for the definition
of our concept of risk. In their study, Geibel et al. [10] associate risk with error states and non-error
states, with the former understood as a state in which it is considered undesirable or dangerous to
enter.
Definition 2.1. (Error and Non-Error States). Let S be a set of states and Φ ⊂ S the set of error
states. A state s ∈ Φ is an undesirable terminal state where the control of the agent ends when s is
reached with damage or injury to the agent, the learning system or any external entities. The set
Γ ⊂ S is considered a set of non-error terminal states with Γ ∩ Φ = ∅ and where the control of the
agent ends normally without damage or injury.
In terms of RL, if the agent enters an error state, the current episode ends with damage to the
learning system (or other systems); whereas if it enters a non-error state, the episode ends normally
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and without damage. Thus, Geibel et al. define the risk of s with respect to policy π , ρπ (s), as
the probability that the state sequence (si )i≥0 with s0 = s , generated by the execution of policy
π , terminates in an error state s ′ ∈ Φ. By definition, ρπ (s) = 1 if s ∈ Φ. If s ∈ Γ, then ρπ (s) = 0
because Φ∩ Γ = ∅. For states s < Φ∪ Γ, the risk taken depends on the actions selected by the policy
π . With these definitions, we have the theoretical framework with which to introduce our own
definition of the risk associated with known and unknown states.
2.2 Known and Unknown States in Continuous Action and State Spaces
We assume a continuous, n-dimensional state space S ⊂ ℜn , where each state s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) ∈ S
is a vector of real numbers, and each dimension has its individual domain Dsi ⊂ ℜ. In a similar
way, we assume a continuous and m-dimensional action space A ⊂ ℜm , where each action
a = (a1,a2, . . . ,am) ∈ A is a vector of real numbers, and each dimension has its individual domain
Dai ⊂ ℜ. Additionally, the agent we consider here is endowed with a memory or case-base
B = {c1 . . . , cη} of size η. Each memory element ci represents some cases the agent has experienced
before. Such cases, as is typical in CBR [1], consist of a problem part (i.e., a description of a problem
situation) and a solution part (i.e., how one has reacted or solved that problem). In our case, the
problem part corresponds to a state, and the solution part to the action performed in that state.
Definition 2.2. (Case Base). A case-base is a set of cases B = {c1 . . . , cη}. Every case ci consists
of a state-action pair (si ,ai ) the agent has experienced in the past and with an associated value
V (si ). Thus, ci =< si ,ai ,V (si ) >, where the first element represents the case’s problem part and
corresponds to the state si , the following elementai depicts the case solution (i.e., the action expected
when the agent is in the state si ) and the final element V (si ) is the value function associated with
the state si .
Hence, the cases in B describe a Case Based Policy of the agent, πθB , and its associated value
functionV π θB . When the agent receives a new state sq , the agent first retrieves the nearest neighbor
to the sq point in B according to some similarity metric and then the associated action is performed.
In this paper we consider the Euclidian distance as similarity metric (Equation 1).
d(sq , si ) =
√√ nÕ
j=0
(sq, j − si, j )2 (1)
The Euclidean distance metric is useful when dynamic behavior of the system is reasonably 
smooth [26]. However, many researchers have begun to ask how the distance metric itself can 
learn or adapt in order to achieve better results in domains where such assumption may not be 
true [30]. While the use of distance metric learning techniques would certainly be desirable in 
order to induce a more powerful distance metric for a specific domain, such a consideration lies 
outside the scope of the present study. In this paper, we have focused only on Euclidean tasks in 
which Euclidean distance has been previously proven successful [8, 19].
Traditionally, case base approximations use a density threshold, θ , which is used to determine 
when a new case should be added to the memory. When the distance of the nearest neighbor to sq 
is greater than θ , a new case is added to the memory. In this sense, the parameter θ defines the size 
of the classification region for each case in B.
Definition 2 .3. (Known and Unknown States) Given a case base B  =  {c1 . . . , cη } composed of 
cases ci = (si , ai ,V (si )), a state sq is considered known, when min1≤i ≤η d(sq , si ) ≤ θ ; the state sq 
is considered unknown otherwise. Formally, we consider a set Ω ⊆ S of known states, and we 
allow an additional set of unknown states ϒ ⊆ S with Ω ∩ ϒ = ∅, and Ω ∪ ϒ = S .
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Therefore, from Definition 2.3. a state sq is considered known if a case is available for it in the
case base, B, and unknown otherwise. Thus, with Definition 2.3, states can be identified as known
or unknown. When the agent receives a new state s ∈ Ω, it performs the action ai of the case
ci for which d(s, si ) = min1≤j≤η d(s, sj ). However, if the agent receives a state s ∈ ϒ where, by
definition, the distance to any state in B is larger than θ , no case is retrieved. Consequently, the
action to be performed from that state is unknown to the agent. It is important to bear in mind that
at the beginning of the exploration process, the agent does not have any information about the
environment, hence, all the states are unknown, i.e., at the beginning of the exploration process it
is ϒ = S .
2.3 Supporting the Exploration Process
As this paper supposes that a teacher is available for the task to be learned, the teacher is taken as the
baseline behavior. Although some studies have examined the use of robotic teachers, hand-written
control policies and simulated planners, the great majority to date have made use of human teachers.
However, in our case and depending on the task, the teacher may be queried for hours, with queries
every few seconds. For this reason, in this paper we use suboptimal automatic controllers as teachers
(i.e., we are not using human teachers, but pre-built software agents that can be considered as a
black box that when given a state returns a suboptimal action to be performed in that state), with
πT taken as the teacher’s policy.
Definition 2.4. (Baseline behavior). Policy πT is considered the baseline behavior about which
three assumptions are made: (i) it is able to provide safe demonstrations of the task to be learnt; (ii)
it is able to support the subsequent exploration process, advising suboptimal actions in unknown
states to reduce the probability of entering into error states and return the system to a known
situation; and (iii) its performance is below the optimal.
While optimal baseline behaviors are certainly ideal to behave safely, non-optimal behaviors
are often easy (or easier) to implement or generate than optimal ones. In this work, πT is used to
support the exploration process conducted to improve the abilities of the baseline behavior. As the
exploration process continues, an action of πT is requested only when required, that is, when the
agent is in an unknown state. In this step, πT acts as a backup policy in the case of an unknown
state with the intention of guiding the learning away from catastrophic errors or, at least, reducing
their frequency. It is important to note that the baseline behavior cannot demonstrate the correct
action for every possible state. However, while the baseline behavior might not be able to indicate
the best action in all cases, the action it supplies should, at the very least, be safer than that obtained
through random exploration. In this way, we avoid the random exploration of actions in unknown
states that might be potentially dangerous.
2.4 The Risk Parameter
In order to maximize exploration safety, it seems advisable that movement through the state space
not be arbitrary, but rather that known space be expanded only gradually by starting from a known
state. Such an exploration is carried out through the perturbation of the state-action trajectories
generated by the policy πθB . Perturbation of the trajectories is accomplished by the addition of
Gaussian random noise to the actions in B in order to obtain new ways of completing the task.
Thus, the Gaussian exploration takes place around the current approximation of the action ai for
the current known state sc ∈ Ω, with ci = (si ,ai ,V (si )) and d(sc , si ) = min1≤j≤η d(s, sj ). The action
performed is sampled from a Gaussian distribution with the mean at the action output given by the
instance selected in B. When ai denotes the algorithm action output, the probability of selecting
action a′i , π (s,a′i ) is computed using Equation 2.
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π (s,a′i ) = 1√2πσ 2 e
−(a′i−ai )2/2σ 2 if σ 2 > 0. (2)
The shape of the Gaussian distribution depends on parameter σ (standard deviation). In this
study, σ is used as a width parameter. While large σ values imply a wide bell-shaped distribution,
increasing the probability of selecting actions a′i very different from the current action ai , a small
σ value implies a narrow bell-shaped distribution, increasing the probability of selecting actions a′i
very similar to the current action ai . When σ 2 = 0, we assume π (s,ai ) = 1. Hence, the σ value is
directly related to the amount of perturbation added to the state-action trajectories generated by
the policy πθB . Higher σ values imply greater perturbations (more Gaussian noise) and a greater
probability of visiting unknown states.
This form of exploration promotes only exploration in the neighborhood of the baseline policy,
πθB , hence, it removes the need for global exploration of the entire state-space of the RL problem. It
allows the algorithm to converge faster on the (near-)optimal policy while reducing the number of
visits to undesirable states, but it also can get stuck in local optima. Large σ values may be used to
avoid being trapped in such local optima, but it may involve visiting more undesirable situations.
Therefore, the user can gradually increase from run to run the value of the risk parameter σ in
order to obtain better policies as described in Section 6.1, whilst also assuming a greater likelihood
of damage in the learning system. Nevertheless, it is important to note that any ultimate decision
about which level of risk is assumed depends on the criteria of the researcher. If, for instance, the
minimization of the number of failures is deemed the most important optimization criterion, a
small σ value should be selected. Similarly, if the maximization of the cumulative reward is instead
judged to be the most important optimization criterion (independently of the number of failures
generated), a large σ value should be selected to increase the likelihood the policy is closer to the
global optima.
3 THE CONTINUOUS RISK FUNCTION
A main contribution of this work is the definition of a continuous risk function. To highlight the
difference from the discrete one, defined in a previous work [9], it is described next.
Definition 3.1. (Discrete Case Based Risk Function) Given a case base B = {c1 . . . , cη} com-





0 if min1≤j≤η d(s, sj ) < θ
1 otherwise (3)
Thus, ϱπ θB (s) = 1 holds if s ∈ ϒ. If s ∈ Ω, then ϱπ θB (s) = 0. When the risk is high, the policy of
the teacher should be followed to avoid damages in the learning system. A continuous version
of the risk function is defined in Equation 4, while Figure 2 plots both functions in terms of the
min1≤j≤η d(s, sj ) factor, for θ = 0.3 and k = 6.
Definition 3.2. (Continuous Case Based Risk Function) Given a case base B = {c1 . . . , cη}
composed of cases ci = (si ,ai ,V (si )), the risk for each state s is defined as Equation 4.
ϱB (s) = 1 − 1
1 + e kθ ((min1≤j≤η d (s,sj )− θk )−θ )
(4)
Equation 4 allows us to obtain a smoother transition between risk-free states (i.e., known states) 
and risk states (i.e., unknown states). The parameter k has a double effect. On one hand, depending 
on its value, the width of the sigmoid function varies. The lower the value of k is, the wider the 
sigmoid function will be. This implies a wider yellow region on the left of the parameter θ in 
Figure 2, i.e., a higher probability to consider known states as unknown states. This results in a less
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aggressive exploration of the state space during the learning process since the teacher advice are
more frequently required (being able to affect negatively the final performance of the algorithm).
This also implies a wider orange region on the right of the parameter θ in Figure 2 (b), i.e., a higher
probability that unknown states will be consider as known states. This is a problem because the
algorithm could decide to explore when the agent is in an unknown state, which could result in
catastrophic consequences for the agent. To mitigate this problem, we reduce the width of the
orange region displacing the sigmoid function in θk to the left, as shown in Equation 4. Therefore,
on the other hand, the parameter k is used to displace the sigmoid function to the left, reducing in
this way the probability that unknown states will be considered as known states. However, it is
important to note that this probability does not completely disappear, i.e., this displacement allows
also to keep the smooth transition to the right of the θ parameter. In summary, the lower the value
of k is, the less aggressive the exploration of the state space will be. Therefore, lower values of k
reduce the probability of damage, but may adversely affect the final performance of the algorithm.
Instead, the higher the values of k are, the more similar the sigmoid function in Figure 2 (b) will
be with the binary step function in Figure 2 (a). This implies a more aggressive exploration of the
state space, increasing the probabilities of damages. For this reason, a correct selection of the value
of the k parameter is required.
Fig. 2. (a) The discrete risk function used by the PI-SRL algorithm and (b) the continuous risk function used
by the PR-SRL algorithm with k = 6 proposed in this paper.
It is important to note that Equation 4 does not associate risk states with catastrophic or dangerous
states. Equation 4 associates risk states with unknown states, and these unknown states do not
necessarily have to be catastrophic or dangerous: they are simply states in which the action to be
performed is unknown. Obviously, we might reach a catastrophic state if in an unknown state a
random action is performed. For this reason, the risk function in Equation 4 has a high value if s is a
state far from the known space. If such is the case, it is assumed that the agent does not know what
action to take in s and there should be a greater chance of asking the teacher for advice. In this
way, the previously unknown state becomes a known state. In fact, the objective of the proposed
exploration process is to adjust the known space and unknown space in order to explore new and
improved behaviors while avoiding error states.
The risk function in Equation 4 can be seen as the probability that a state will be considered
as an unknown state. Therefore, from Equation 4, the application of Probabilistic Policy Reuse to
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measure the advice of a teacher in safe RL is easy, by using the risk function ϱB (s) as a transfer
function. The transfer rate depends on the safety of the learning agents: if safety is high (i.e., ϱB (s)
is low), probability to use the advice of the teacher is very low, while if safety is low (i.e., ϱB (s) is
high), such probability increases. This integration will be explained deeply later. First, Section 4
briefly summarizes the π -reuse exploration strategy.
4 THE π -REUSE EXPLORATION STRATEGY
The π -reuse strategy is an exploration strategy able to bias a new learning process with another
policy [6]. Let Πpast be the policy to reuse and Πnew the new policy to be learned. The goal of
π -reuse is to balance random exploration, exploitation of the past policy, Πpast , and exploitation of




ϵ − дreedy(Πnew (s)) w.p. (1 −ψ ) (5)
The π -reuse strategy follows the past policy, Πpast , with probability ψ , and it exploits the new 
policy, Πnew , with probability of 1 − ψ . As random exploration is always required, it follows the 
new policy, Πnew , using an ϵ-greedy strategy, so random exploration is performed with probability 
(1 − ψ )ϵ . Algorithm 1 shows the procedure describing the π -reuse strategy integrated with the
Q-Learning algorithm. The procedure uses as an input the past policy Πpast , the number of episodes 
P , the maximum number of steps per episode H , and the ψ parameter. An additional υ parameter is 
added to decay the value of ψ in each step of the learning episode. For each step h in an episode p, the 
algorithm selects the action a to be performed according to Equation 5 (see lines 7-8 in Algorithm 1). 
Then, action a is used to update QΠnew (s, a) (lines 10-11). Finally, it decays the value of ψ for the 
next step (line 12). The procedure outputs the Q function, QΠnew (s, a), and the policy, Πnew . The 
variable ψh keeps the value of υhψ in each step of each episode. Therefore, in the algorithm defined 
in Algorithm 1, ψ and υ are parameters that regulate the transfer rate.
5 THE PR-SRL ALGORITHM
The PI-SRL algorithm uses the baseline behavior πT in two ways resulting in two different steps. 
First, it uses the safe demonstrations of πT to provide prior knowledge about the task. In this step, 
the algorithm builds the initial known space of the agent derived from the safe case-based policy,
πB
θ , with the purpose of mimicking πT through πB
θ . In the second step, PI-SRL uses πT to support 
the subsequent exploration process conducted to improve the abilities of the previously-learnt πB
θ . 
Instead, the PR-SRL algorithm uses the baseline behavior only to support the exploration process.
Therefore, there are two main differences between the PR-SRL and the PI-SRL algorithms: (i) the 
PR-SRL algorithm does not perform the first step of the PI-SRL algorithm in order to properly 
mimic the baseline behavior and (ii) the main part of the second step (Policy Improvement) is now 
executed following the π -reuse exploration strategy, as defined later.
The PR-SRL algorithm does not perform the first step of the PI-SRL algorithm for three main 
reasons. First, one of the goals of PI-SRL is to be able to properly mimic the teacher policy by a case 
base. By proceeding in this way, the algorithm has proven to be safe, and the subsequent exploratory 
process in order to improve beyond that of the baseline behavior is optional. However, the goal of 
the PR-SRL is not to mimic the baseline behavior properly, but directly improve its abilities. Second, 
PR-SRL begins the learning process with an empty case base. Therefore, the baseline behavior πT is 
invoked more frequently in early steps of the learning process than in the PI-SRL algorithm, until 
the case base increases the number of cases. This causes the beginning of the PR-SRL algorithm 
to be safer than the PI-SRL algorithm, as experimental evaluation demonstrates. And third, in the
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ALGORITHM 1: π -reuse (Πpast , P ,H ,ψ ,υ)
Input: Πpast , P , H ,ψ , υ
Output: QΠnew (s,a), Πnew
1 Initialize QΠnew (s,a) ← 0, ∀s ∈ S,a ∈ A;
2 repeat
3 Set the initial state, s , randomly;
4 h ← 1;
5 ψh ← ψ ;
6 repeat
7 With a probability ofψh , a ← Πpast (s);
8 With a probability of 1 −ψh , a ← ϵ-greedy(Πnew (s)) ;
9 Receive the next state s ′, and reward, rk,h ;
10 Update QΠnew (s,a), and therefore, Πnew ;
11
QΠnew (s,a) ← (1 − α)Q(s,a)Πnew+
α[r + γ maxa′ QΠnew (s ′,a′)] ;
12 ψh+1 ← υhψ ;
13 s ← s ′;
14 h ← h + 1;
15 until h < H ;
16 p ← p + 1;
17 until p < P ;
PR-SRL algorithm, all the cases added to the case base are derived from the exploratory process
supported by the baseline behavior in order to improve its abilities. This could avoid introducing a
bias in the learning process caused by trying to imitate firstly the baseline behavior.
Algorithm 2 shows Safe π -reuse, a version of the π -reuse algorithm to incorporate the teacher
advice in the exploration process. The main modifications are:
• the past policy Πpast is replaced by the baseline behavior πT
• the new policy to be learned Πnew is replaced by the case base policy πθB
• the parameterψ is replaced by ϱB (s)
• no ϵ-greedy strategy is used, because actions are continuous. The random Gaussian noise, as
defined in Section 2.4 is used instead to generate exploratory actions
The algorithm builds a case for each step of an episode. For each new state sh , the closest case
< s,a,V (s) >∈ B is computed using the Euclidean distance metric defined in Equation 1 (see
line 3 in Algorithm 2). At this point, the π -reuse strategy is followed, using the ϱB (s) function as
a transfer probability (ψ parameter in Equation 5): with a probability of ϱB (s) the policy of the
baseline behavior πT is followed, while with a probability of 1 − ϱB (s), the action suggested by
current case base policy is executed. Therefore, in areas far from the known states, the probability
to use the teacher advice is very high, while this advice is rarely used in known areas.
If the algorithm follows the baseline behavior the action ah performed is suggested by the
baseline behavior πT which defines safe behavior, and a new case < sh ,ah , 0 > is built (line 5). In
this case, the state sh is considered an unknown state. If the algorithm exploits the new policy the
action ah performed is computed using Equation 2 (line 6). In this case, the new case < s,ah ,V (s) >
is built replacing the action a corresponding to the closest case in < s,a,V (s) >∈ B, with the new
action ah resulting from the application of random Gaussian noise to a in the Equation 2. Thus,
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ALGORITHM 2: Safe π -reuse (πT ,H ,B,σ ,θ ,k)
Input: πT , H , B, σ , θ , k
Output: listCasesEpisode , totalRwEpisode
1 Initialize listCasesEpisode← ∅, totalRwEpisode ← 0, h ← 1, initial state, sh
2 repeat
3 Compute the case < s,a,V (s) >∈ B closest to the current state sh ;
4 ϱB (sh) ← 1 − 1
1+e
k




5 With a probability of ϱB (sh): ah ← πT (sh), cnew ← (sh ,ah , 0);
6 With a probability of 1 − ϱB (sh): ah ← rnd_дauss(πB (sh),σ ), cnew ← (s,ah ,V (s));
7 Execute ah and receive the next state s ′h , and reward, rsh,ah ;
8 totalRwEpisode ← totalRwEpisode + r (sh ,ah);
9 listCasesEpisode ← listCasesEpisode ∪ cnew ;
10 sh ← s ′h ;
11 h ← h + 1;
12 until h < H ;
the algorithm only produces smooth changes in the cases of B where ah ∼ a. In this case, the state 
sh is considered a known state. Finally, the reward obtained in the episode is accumulated, where 
r (sh , ah ) is the immediate reward obtained when action ah is performed in state sh (line 8) and the 
new case is added to the list of cases (line 9).
The PR-SRL algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 3. The algorithm is composed of three steps 
performed in each episode.
- (a) Case Generation. The algorithm uses the π -reuse exploration strategy in Algorithm 2 to 
build the cases in the episode (see line 3 in Algorithm 3).
- (b) Computing the state-value function for the unknown states. In this step, the state-
value function of the states considered to be unknown in the π -reuse exploration is computed. In 
the previous step (line 3), the state-value function for these states is set to 0. The algorithm proceeds 
in a manner similar to the first-visit MC algorithm [28]. In this case, the return for each considered 
unknown state si is computed, but not averaged since only one episode is considered (lines 6-7). 
The return for each si is computed, taking into account the first visit of the state s i in the episode 
(each occurrence of a state in an episode is called a visit to si ), although the state si could appear 
multiple times in the rest of the episode. Anyway, it can be considered as an initialization procedure, 
since the return for each si will be adjusted on subsequent visits to these states as described in step 
(c).
- (c) Updating the cases in B using experience gathered. Updates in B are made with the 
cases gathered from episodes with a cumulative reward similar to that of the best episode found 
to that point using the threshold Θ (line 10). Thus, the updates in B will be made with the cases 
gathered from episodes with a similar quality to the best episode found so far. In this step, two types 
of updates appear, namely, replacements and additions of new cases. Again, the algorithm iterates 
for each case ci = (si , ai ,V (si )) ∈ listCasesEpisode (line 12). If si was considered a known state 
during the π -reuse exploration (line 13), we compute the case < si , a,V (si ) >∈ B corresponding to 
the state si (line 14). One should note that the case ci = (si , ai ,V (si )) ∈ listCasesEpisode was built 
in line 3 within the Algorithm 2, replacing the action a corresponding to the case < si , a,V (si ) >∈ B 
with the new action ai and resulting from the application of random Gaussian noise to the action 
a by the Equation 2. Then, the temporal distance (TD) error δ is computed (line 15). If δ > 0,
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ALGORITHM 3: PR-SRL(η,πT ,Θ,σ ,θ ,k, P ,H )
Input: η,πT ,Θ,σ , θ , P , H
Output: B
1 Initialize maxTotalRwEpisode← 0, B ← ∅;
2 repeat
/* (a) Case generation */
3 listCasesEpisode, totalRwEpisode ← π -reuse(πT ,H ,B,σ ,θ ,k);
/* (b) Computing the state-value function for the unknown states */
4 foreach ci ∈ listCasesEpisode do
5 if si was considered an unknown state then
6 return(si ) ← Íkj=n γ j−nr (sj ,aj );
7 V (si ) ← return(si );
8 end
9 end
/* (c) Updating the cases in B using the experience gathered */
10 if totalRwEpisode > (maxTotalRwEpisode − Θ) then
11 maxTotalRwEpisode ←max(maxTotalRwEpisode, totalRwEpisode);
12 foreach ci =< si ,ai ,V (si ) >∈ listCasesEpisode do
13 if si was considered a known state then
14 Compute the case < si ,a,V (si ) >∈ B corresponding to the state si ;
15 Compute δ ← r (si ,ai ) + γV (si+1) −V (si );
16 if δ > 0 then
17 Replace < si ,a,V (si ) >∈ B with < si ,ai ,V (si ) >∈ listCasesEpisode;








26 if ‖B‖ > η then
27 Remove the η − ‖B‖ least-frequently-used cases in B;
28 end
29 p ← p + 1
30 until p < P ;
performing the action ai results in a positive change for the value of a state. The action, in turn,
could potentially lead to a higher return and, thus, to a better policy. Van Hasselt and Wiering [33]
also update the value function using only the actions that potentially lead to a higher return. If the
TD error δ is positive, ai is considered to be a good selection and is reinforced. In the algorithm,
this reinforcement is carried out by updating the output of the case < si ,a,V (si ) >∈ B at ai (line
17). Therefore, an update to the case-base only occurs when the TD error is positive. Additionally,
it prevents the degradation of B, ensuring that replacements are made only when an action can
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potentially lead to a higher V (si ). If, instead, si was considered an unknown state, the case ci is 
added to B (line 22). In this way, the unknown state si becomes a known state. Finally, the algorithm 
removes cases from B if necessary (line 25). Therefore, the algorithm can also “forget” ineffectual 
known states.
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section reports the experimental results of using the PR-SRL algorithm to learn policies in two 
different domains: the generalized helicopter hovering domain [23], and the business simulator 
SIMBA [3]. We propose to learn a near-optimal policy avoiding the failures, i.e., the helicopter 
crashes, and company bankruptcies during the learning phase. The results of PR-SRL in these 
domains are compared with the results of PI-SRL, which has proven to have less failures (i.e., 
collisions, bankruptcies) than other Risk-sensitive approaches [9], and the evolutionary RL approach, 
selected winner of the helicopter domain in the 2009 RL Competition [20]. In the evolutionary RL 
approach, the weights of neural networks are evolved by inserting several baseline behaviors into 
the initial population. One of these baseline behaviors is exactly the same as that used in PR-SRL. 
This makes the comparison of performances as fair as possible, but taking into account that each of 
the different techniques makes its own use of the baseline behaviors. Firstly, Section 6.1 proposes a 
guideline to set the parameters of PR-SRL.
6.1 Parameter Setting Design
One of the main difficulties of applying the PR-SRL algorithm to a given problem is deciding on an 
appropriate set of parameter values. It is important to be aware of the fact that doing any sort of 
parameter tuning by running experiments has to be avoided or, at least, such experiments have to 
be conducted as safely as possible, since it would cause failures while looking for parameters that 
avoid failures. For this reason, in this section a solid perspective is given on the automatic definition 
of these parameters. The guidelines to set the parameter value for threshold θ , the update threshold 
Θ, the maximum number of cases η, and the risk parameter σ have been previously proposed by 
García and Fernández for the PI-SRL algorithm [9]. We are using such guidelines for PR-SRL as 
well. Additionally, in this section we also propose a guideline to set the new parameter k .
In respect to the parameters θ and η, we run the baseline behavior πT to compute its values. The 
value of the parameter θ is established by computing the mean distance between states during 
an execution of πT . Instead, η is set by computing the distances between the states in different 
runs of πT [9]. Therefore, the values for θ and η are computed by running experiments, but such 
experiments are conducted as safely as possible using the baseline behavior πT . In respect to the 
update threshold Θ, it is used to determine how good an episode must be with respect to the best 
episode obtained, since only the best episodes are used to update the case-base B. Therefore, it 
is not related to risk: its value should affect the final performance of the algorithm but does not 
compromise the safety of the agent. In any case, we propose to use a fixed value for it: Θ = 5% of 
the cumulative reward of the best episode obtained. Such a value has been proven successfully in 
several domains [9].
Once the parameters θ , η and Θ are set, we focus on the parameters σ and k . Both parameters are 
used to determine the level of risk assumed during the exploratory process. Small values of these 
parameters make the exploration process too careful, while high values make the exploration more 
aggressive, increasing the probability of failure. Therefore, intuitively, it is advisable beginning 
with a small value of σ (e.g., σ = 9 × 10−7). Then, for this value, it is advisable to first test a small k 
value (e.g., k = 1) and then increase it iteratively up to a maximum (e.g., k = 12) or until an accurate 
policy is obtained. If the maximum is reached and such policy is not obtained, σ is increased (e.g., 
σ = 9 × 10−6), k is reset to its initial small value, and the process is repeated. Proceeding in this
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way, the level of risk assumed increases from run to run even more smoothly than just increasing
the value of the parameter as in previous works [9]. Thus, it is possible to adjust the value of σ and
k in the safest possible way.
Although σ should be increased iteratively, let us in this paper focus on a single value of σ both
in the helicopter domain (σ = 9 × 10−3), and in the business simulator (σ = 9 × 10−1). Such values
allow PI-SRL to obtain the highest cumulative reward according to our previous work [9]. The
purpose of fixing these values is to demonstrate that our new PR-SRL algorithm is able to achieve a
similar cumulative reward than the best obtained by PI-SRL, while reducing its number of failures
or even removing them completely. Additionally, focusing on a single σ value for each domain
facilitates the analysis of the new parameter k . In any case, in experiments of Sections 6.2 and 6.3,
the parameter k is gradually incremented from k = 1 to k = 12 as proposed.
Finally, it is important to note that these guidelines allow the value of the parameters to be set
safely and, in the absence of knowledge of the domain, they have proven to be a suitable set of
heuristics tested successfully in a wide variety of domains. Obviously, it cannot be guaranteed that
in all cases these guidelines lead to an exploration completely free of failures, but they empirically
produce a drastic reduction in the number of them as will be demonstrated in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
6.2 Helicopter Domain
First, we consider the helicopter domain from the RL competition [23]. In this domain, the goal is
to make the helicopter hover as closely as possible to a defined position for the established duration
of an episode. This domain represents a challenging task for two main reasons. First, both the
state and action spaces are high-dimensional and continuous (the state space is 12-dimensional
and the action space is 4-dimensional). Second, it is a generalized domain where the wind factor
modifies the domain behavior. A helicopter episode is composed of 6000 steps, but an episode could
end prematurely if the helicopter crashes. At each step, the agent receives a reward that is the
squared difference between the current state and the position in which the helicopter wishes to
hover, while crashing results in a large negative reward [16]. In this case, we use the sub-optimal
behavior provided by the software of the competition as the baseline behavior, πT , with a mean
cumulative reward per episode of −78035.93. Both in PR-SRL and PI-SRL, θ , η, σ and Θ were
computed following the procedure described in Section 6.1 with values of 0.3, 49735, 9 × 10−3, and
5% respectively.
6.2.1 Eliminating the First Step of the PI-SRL algorithm. One of the contributions of PR-SRL over
PI-SRL is that the first learning step, Modeling the Baseline Behavior is eliminated, so the initial case
base used is empty (i.e., at the beginning of the exploration process all the states are unknown,
ϒ = S). To evaluate such effect from the rest of the contributions presented in this work, we
have executed the PI-SRL algorithm both with and without that first step. Figure 3 shows the
performance of the second step of the PI-SRL algorithm starting with an empty case base (i.e.,
without the previous execution of the first step), and the performance of the second step starting
with a case base that mimics the base line behavior (i.e., with the previous execution of the first
step). The latter is the normal operation of the PI-SRL algorithm.
In the early steps of the learning process, PI-SRL with an empty case base starts below PI-SRL and
progressively, as the learning process proceeds, it reaches a similar performance. At the beginning
of the learning process, the PI-SRL algorithm with an empty case base only executes baseline
behavior advices, maintaining the performance below the normal PI-SRL. But progressively, while
the case base grows, it decreases the baseline behavior advices, and increases the exploratory steps,
while increasing the performance of the algorithm. Additionally, both versions of the algorithm
obtain a similar number of failures. Therefore, the main difference between the two versions of the
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Fig. 3. Mean cumulative reward per episode obtained by the PI-SRL with and without the execution of the
first step Modeling the Baseline Behavior. The means have been computed from 10 different executions.
algorithm is that PI-SRL with an empty case base uses the early steps of the learning process as the
first step of the regular PI-SRL algorithm, and if the goal is not to obtain a case base that mimics
the baseline behavior, the first step can be skipped. Next, the effect of using Policy Reuse and the
continuous risk function is analyzed.
6.2.2 Using Policy Reuse with a Continuous Risk Function. In this section we evaluate the effect
of using a continuous risk function. We have applied three different risk functions as defined in
Figure 2.
• The discrete risk function in Equation 3, as it was defined in previous works [9].
• The continuous risk function, as defined in Equation 4. We call this function the displaced
risk function
• The same as before, but without the displacement over the θ parameter by θ/k , i.e:
ϱB (s) = 1 − 1
1 + e kθ ((min1≤j≤η d (s,sj ))−θ )
(6)
As will be shown later, the second one is the one that obtains better results, but we compare 
against the other because such comparison allows us a better understanding of why the safe 
behaviors are obtained. Figure 4 (a) and (b) plot, respectively, the non-displaced and the displaced 
risk functions with respect to the discrete one. In each plot, we show the risk function for different 
values of k . We can see that, depending on such value, the risk function becomes closer to the step 
function (higher values), or more flattened (lower values). Let’s think about the risk function in terms 
of a probability distribution of the unknown states. The binary step function perfectly separates 
the region of the known states from the region of the unknown states: if min1≤i ≤η d(sq , si ) ≤ θ , the 
probability to be an unknown states is 0; for values higher than θ , such probability is 1 (for definition 
of known and unknown states see Definition 2.3. Therefore, such function can be considered a 
perfect classifier. Let’s focus now on the case of the continuous risk function with k  =  6 . The 
yellow area represents the states, sq , that are located in the region of the known states but that are 
“classified” as unknown. They are the false positives. The blue area represents the false negatives, 
i.e. the states that are located in the area of the unknown states but are classified as positive. For 
the risk functions with k = 3, the same regions appear, although the areas of false positives and 
false negatives are bigger, which will have consequences to be shown later.
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Fig. 4. (a) Nondisplaced sigmoid functions for different values of k , and the discrete risk function of PI-SRL.
(b) Displaced sigmoid functions for different values of k , and the discrete risk function of PI-SRL.
From the exploration point of view, the yellow area is an area where the agent acts more carefully
than needed: the agent is in a known state, and follows the baseline behavior advice. The blue area
is the really risky region, because the agent is in an unknown state but it explores randomly.
Figure 5 (a) shows the states visited by the learning agent when using the different risk functions.
Green bars represent the number of times that the agent explored known states, while red bars
represents the number of times that the agent followed the teacher advice in unknown states. Both
situations are assumed to be correct. As in previous figure, yellow and blue colors represent the
error areas. PI-SRL visited 5333.31 known states and 666.68 unknown states. Using the continuous
risk function, PR-SRL k = 12 without the displacement visited 5282.7 known states and 717.3
unknown states. From the 5282.7 known states, 482.91 states were considered unknown states by
the continuous risk function (false positives), so the teacher advice was followed. This results in a
less aggressive exploration of the state space. Instead, from the 717.3 unknown states, 122.31 states
are considered known states by the continuous risk function (false negatives). This is a problem
since the algorithm decides to explore when the agent is in an unknown state, which could result
in catastrophic consequences. For this reason, the sigmoid function is displaced to the left in θk .
Proceeding in this way, Figure 5 (a) shows that PR-SRL k = 12 increases the number of known states
considered unknown (739.36), but reduces the number of unknown states considered known states
(46.55). The same interpretation can be applied to PR-SRL k = 6 with and without displacement of
θ
k . In summary, using Equation 4, lower values of k imply a less aggressive exploration of the state
space, and a lower probability of false negatives.
Figure 5 (b) presents the number of steps per episode executed by the baseline behavior πT
during the execution of the second step of the PI-SRL algorithm, and during the execution of the
PR-SRL algorithm (Algorithm 3) for different values of k . It shows the first 50 episodes of the
learning processes. In the case of the PR-SRL algorithm, at the beginning of the learning process
with an empty case-base B, all steps are performed using the baseline behavior πT . As the learning
process proceeds, new cases are added to B and the number of required executions of the baseline
behavior is reduced. Furthermore, the lower the value of the k parameter is (i.e., the wider the
sigmoid function), the greater the number of baseline behavior advices during the learning process
(i.e., the exploration process is less aggressive). Instead, the PI-SRL algorithm begins the learning
process with a learned case base trying to mimic the baseline behavior. For this reason, the number
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Fig. 5. (a) Mean number of known/unknown states per episode of the PI-SRL and PR-SRL for different values 
of k for sigmoid functions with and without displacement. (b) Evolution of the mean number of steps executed 
by the Baseline Behavior in the second step of the PI-SRL algorithm, and in the PR-SRL algorithm for different 
values of the k parameter. The means have been computed from 10 different executions.
of required executions of the baseline behavior is almost constant throughout the whole learning 
process.
Figure 6 (a) shows the mean number of failures and cumulative reward over 5000 episodes 
for different approaches. The data has been computed from 10 independent executions of each 
approach. In particular, Figure 6 (a) shows the performance of an Evolutionary RL algorithm (pink 
diamond), the performance of the PI-SRL algorithm (red triangle), the performance for PR-SRL with 
a non-displaced risk function (green squares), and, finally, PR-SRL with a displaced risk function 
(blue circles). In respect to PR-SRL, Figure 6 (a) shows the performance for different k  values 
incrementally tested: k = 1, k = 3, k = 6 and k = 12. In PR-SRL w/o displacement (green squares), 
there is a probability that known states will be considered as unknown states (false positives), which 
implies the agent acts more carefully than needed. In fact, the lower the value of the parameter k is, 
the more carefully the exploration will be performed, and the lower the cumulative reward obtained 
will be. Additionally, there is a high probability that unknown states will be considered as known 
states (false negatives), which increases the probability of failures. For this reason, PR-SRL without 
displacement generates failures. A higher value of k , produces a more aggressive exploration, since 
the continuous risk function looks like the discrete function used by PI-SRL. However, PR-SRL 
with k = 6 obtains a lower number of failures and a similar performance to PI-SRL (red triangle), 
proving that using the continuous risk function is better than using the binary step function.
In cases of PR-SRL using the displaced risk function (blue circles), the probability that known 
states will be considered as unknown states (false positives) is increased, and the probability 
that unknown states will be considered as known states (false negatives) is decreased w.r.t. PR-
SRL without displacement (green squares). For this reason, for each value of k , PR-SRL slightly 
reduces the cumulative reward obtained in comparison to PR-SRL without displacement, but it 
also reduces the number of failures obtained. In fact, the decrement in false negatives makes the 
PR-SRL algorithm with values k = 1, k = 3 and k = 6 not to generate failures. In PR-SRL k = 12 
the sigmoid function begins to look like the binary step function used by the PI-SRL algorithm, 
and the failures appear. Therefore, using PR-SRL k = 6, we are able to completely avoid the visit 
to undesirable situations, while maintaining the final performance achieved by PI-SRL and the
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Fig. 6. (a) Mean number of failures and cumulative reward obtained by PI-SRL and by PR-SRL w/ and w/o
displacement using different values of k. (b) Mean cumulative reward per episode obtained by PR-SRL w/
displacement using different values of k. The means have been computed from 10 different executions.
Evolutionary RL algorithm. It is important to note that given the good performance of the algorithm
with k = 6, it could be decided not to execute it with k = 12, preventing possible failures of a
more aggressive exploration process. Finally, Figure 6 (b) shows the evolution of the learning
processes corresponding to PR-SRL with different values (blue circles) in Figure 6 (a). It also shows
the performance of the baseline behavior (horizontal black line). Figure 6 (b) shows that from the
beginning of the learning processes, the use of low k values and a less aggressive exploration affect
the final performance of the algorithm.
Finally, we have performed additional experiments in the helicopter control task using a poor
and a very poor policy as baseline behaviors. Figure 7 (a) shows the performance of these policies
used as baseline behaviors. The continuous black line indicates the performance of the baseline
behavior used in previous experiments. As described previously, this baseline behavior is a safe
behavior free of failures. The continuous red line indicates the performance of the poor policy, and
the dashed green line shows the performance of the very poor policy. Both the poor and the very
poor policy are stochastic policies which perform under the safe baseline behavior. Additionally, the
poor policy causes helicopter crashes occasionally, but the very poor policy causes the helicopter to
crash constantly. Finally, Figure 7 (a) shows a horizontal blue line corresponding to the performance
of the best policy obtained by the PI-SRL algorithm in this domain.
On the other hand, Figure 7 (b) shows the performance of PI-SRL and PR-SRL with k = 6 using
the poor and the very poor policies as baseline behaviors. Figure 7 (b) indicates that with the use
of the poor policy as baseline behavior, both PI-SRL and PR-SRL are able to learn a near-optimal
policy as well as when a policy free of failures is used. However, Figure 7 (b) also shows that with
the use of the very poor policy the performance of both algorithms is greatly decreased. Finally,
PR-SRL is not able to completely avoid the failures due to the use of non-safe baseline behaviors,
but it does reduce drastically the number of them in comparison with PI-SRL. Additionally, PR-SRL
obtains fewer failures than the poor and very poor policy. In fact, the number of failures is higher
at the beginning of the learning processes. As the learning process proceeds, the different policies
move away from the error space, and the number of failures decreases.
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Fig. 7. (a) The performance of different baseline behaviors. (b) The performance of PR-SRL and PI-SRL using 
different baseline behaviors.
6.3 SIMBA
Business simulators are a powerful tool to improve management decision-making processes. An 
example is SIMBA (SIMulator for Business Administration) [3]. SIMBA is a competition simulator, 
since agents can compete against other agents each one managing a different virtual company. In 
the experiments performed here, the learning agent competes against five hand-coded agents [3]. 
Decision making in SIMBA is an episodic task where decisions are sequentially taken. To make a 
business decision requires studying the state and setting 10 continuous decision variables (selling 
price, advertising expenses, etc.), and the decisions are taken after the study of a state composed of 12 
continuous variables (material costs, financial expenses, economic productivity,. . . ) [3]. Therefore, 
the search space in SIMBA is also continuous and Euclidean. Each episode is composed of 52 steps, 
and it can end prematurely if the company is bankrupted (company losses are higher than 10%
of net assets). SIMBA constitutes another domain of application for our safe exploration method. 
Therefore, our proposal is not only applicable to robotic domains, but to all kinds of tasks where a 
safe exploration of the state and action space is required. In these experiments, both in PR-SRL and 
PI-SRL, θ , η, σ and Θ were computed following the procedure described in Section 6.1 with values 
of 100, 503, 9 × 101, and 5% respectively.
Figure 8 (a) shows the mean number of failures and cumulative reward over 100 episodes for 
an Evolutionary RL algorithm (pink diamond), the PI-SRL algorithm (red triangle), PR-SRL with 
a non-displaced risk function (green squares) and, finally, PR-SRL with a displaced risk function 
(blue circles). In respect to PR-SRL, Figure 8 (a) shows the performance for different incremental 
values of k , in particular, k = 1, k = 3, k = 6 and k = 12.
Figure 8 (a) allows the same conclusions that are in Figure 6 (a). On one hand, small k values 
affect the final performance of the algorithm, although the obtained behavior is safer. On the other 
hand, the use of a displaced risk function allows a reduction in the number of failures. Thus, for 
example, if we focus on the blue circles, PR-SRL with k = 1, k = 3 and k = 6 does not produce 
failures, while a value of k = 12 begins to produce them. Additionally, it is interesting to note that 
once again PR-SRL with k = 6 performs similarly to PI-SRL, but, in contrast, it does not produce 
failures. It seems that values above k = 6 performs similarly to PI-SRL, while values bellow k = 6 
performs an exploration too conservative. Therefore, the experiments demonstrate that k = 6 is a 
good intermediate value that allows one to obtain a similar performance to PI-SRL, while reducing 
the number of failures or even removing them completely. Once again, given the good performance
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Fig. 8. (a) Mean number of failures and cumulative reward obtained by PI-SRL and by PR-SRL w/ and w/o
displacement using different values of k. (b) Mean cumulative reward per episode obtained by PR-SRL w/
displacement using different values of k. The means have been computed from 10 different executions.
of the algorithm with k = 6 it could be decided not to execute it with k = 12, preventing a more
aggressive exploration and possible failures. Finally, Figure 8 (b) shows the evolution of learning
processes corresponding to the blue points in Figure 8 (a). Figure 8 (b) shows how high values
perform a more aggressive exploration from the beginning of the learning process, which also
implies a higher probability of failure.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, PR-SRL, an algorithm for safe reinforcement learning in high-risk tasks, is described.
The helicopter hovering task and the business simulator SIMBA have been used to illustrate the
performance of the algorithm. Next we summarize the main conclusions found in this paper:
(i) The continuous risk function allows a smooth transition between the known and unknown states.
In contrast to the discrete risk function used in PI-SRL [9], the continuous risk function allows one
to model the risk concept more naturally. This function progressively increases the probability that
a state will be considered as unknown as we approach the frontier marked by the parameter value
θ . Therefore, the value of our risk function is not only 0 or 1, i.e., it is not just a binary decision on
whether or not to provide an advice as the discrete functions do. It has infinite intermediate values
in the range [0, 1]. In this way, it represents more naturally the way in which humans perceive the
risk. Humans are able to distinguish different levels of risk and they act in one way or another
according to this perceived level. In our case, the higher the value of the risk function is, the higher
the probability of using the advice of the teacher will be.
(ii) The continuous risk function increases the false negatives. Section 6.2.2 demonstrates that the
use of the continuous risk function increases the false negatives, i.e., the states that are located in
the area of the unknown states but are classified as known states. These false negatives could lead
the agent to visit undesirable situations because the agent is in an unknown state but it explores
randomly. Mitigating these difficulties, a displacement of the sigmoid function is introduced. In
this way, we reduce the region of the state space in which the false negatives are produced. The
experiments in Section 6.2.2 demonstrate that it reduces drastically the number of false negatives,
and, hence, the probability of visiting error states. This displacement also increases the probability
that known states will be considered as unknown states, i.e., the agents act more carefully than
needed. However, proceeding in this way, the number of failures is reduced when compared with
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non-displaced continuous and discrete risk functions, while maintaining a similar performance
(Section 6.2.2 and 6.3).
(iii) Integration of teacher advice by π -reuse. The previous risk function allows the integration of
teacher advice in the π -reuse algorithm. The parameter ϕ in Algorithm 1 is replaced by the risk
function ϱB (s) in Algorithm 2. In this way, ϱB is used as a transfer probability: with a probability
of ϱB (s) the policy of the baseline behavior πT is followed, while with a probability of 1 − ϱB (s),
the action suggested by the current case base policy is executed. The experiments in Section 6
demonstrate that such a way of incorporating teacher advice in Algorithm 3 produces an efficient
and safe exploration of the state and action spaces.
(iv) Elimination of the first step, Modeling the Baseline Behavior step, of the PI-SRL algorithm.
Section 6.2.1 demonstrates that it is not necessary to start the exploration of the space with a case 
base which mimics the behavior of the teacher πT in order to improve this behavior. Instead, PR-SRL 
begins the learning process with an empty case base. This means that the baseline behavior πT is 
invoked more frequently at the beginning of the learning process than in the PI-SRL algorithm, until 
the case base increases the number of cases. This causes the beginning of the PR-SRL algorithm be 
safer than the PI-SRL algorithm, as experimental evaluation demonstrates.
(v) Completely avoiding the visit to undesirable situations during learning. The main contribution 
of this paper is an algorithm able to completely avoid failures during the exploration of the space. 
In our case, such exploration is supported by the safe baseline behavior described in Section 2.3. 
An efficient and safe exploration process is required in tasks such as robotic tasks in which the 
visit to undesirable situations has catastrophic consequences. In these tasks, we cannot spend 
time randomly exploring irrelevant regions of the space. Additionally, we want to preserve the 
integrity of the robot during the learning process. The experiments in Section 6 demonstrate that 
the proposed algorithm does not produce failures and it is able to achieve near-optimal policies. 
Additionally, the proposed risk metric is easily generalizable to any risky domain.
(vi) Limitations and domain applicability restrictions of the proposed algorithm. In what follows, 
we discuss the applicability of the method, allowing the reader to more clearly understand the 
scenarios in which the proposed PR-SRL approach may be applicable. First, the applicability of the 
proposal is only advisable in risky domains where it is crucial to protect the safety of the agent, the 
learning system, or other entities throughout the training process. In domains where safety is not 
a requirement, other forms of exploration are also a good option [11, 27]. Second, the proposed 
method requires the presence of a baseline behavior (a teacher) that safely demonstrates the task 
to be learned. However, such presence is not guaranteed in all domains. Third, we assume some 
degree of smoothness in the dynamic behavior of the system. In particular, such smoothness is 
based on two common assumptions in RL derived from the following generalization principles [14]:
(i) we assume that similar actions in similar states should produce similar effects and, (ii) we assume 
that nearby states have similar optimal actions. Finally, as explained earlier, the present study uses 
Euclidean distance as a similarity metric, as it has been proven successful in the proposed domains 
with Euclidean space. In fact, the applicability of the proposal is restricted to domains in which a 
distance metric can be defined. However, in certain environments, these assumptions may not hold.
In summary, PR-SRL algorithm represents an interesting, novel, and promising exploration 
process which is able to completely avoid the visits to undesirable situations while obtaining near-
optimal policies. One future work would be the deployment of the algorithm in real environments, 
where the performance of discrete and continuous risks functions will be compared. Finally, another 
interesting future work would be to adapt the level of risk during learning, e.g., σ may be higher 
when you are far away from unknown states than when you are close to them.
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